Abstract-A necessary and sufficient condition is presented for the normalized asymptotic rth power distortion of a mismatched multidimensional quantizer to converge to a certtin optimum constant known as Bennett's integral. The dimensionality of our results is allowed to approach infinity in order to make some universal source coding comparisons to quantization theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
A BLOCK quantizer is a function Q,,(x) which maps x E Iw k into one of N "output levels" yi, y,, f * . ,yN each in lRk. The information rate at the output of a quantizer will be defined to be (l/k) log N. Suppose X is a k-dimensional random vector. Let E{ . } be the expectation operator. The performance of a quantizer in this paper will be measured by the r th power distortion measure D = $E{ IIX-Q,(X>ll'), where ]I . ]I denotes the usual I, norm and r > 0. For a fixed N, the objective of an optimal quantizer design is to make the distortion as small as possible. Several authors [l] - [lo] have considered various aspects of this problem and related questions dealing with optimum quantizers in some detail. When this best quantizer is implemented, the quantizer is said to be "matched" to the data.
In practice, however, we may not always be able to use a quantizer matched to the incoming data. Situations arise where signal statistics might have changed, incorrect assumptions about data statistics have occurred, or several data sources with different statistics might need to be digitized by a single quantizer. Hence it is of practical and theoretical interest to be able to predict the performance of a quantizer when it is not matched to the incoming data.
Perhaps the most ubiquitous reference dealing with this problem is W. R. Bennett's 1948 paper [ll] which modeled a one-dimensional quantizer as a zero memory monotonic increasing nonlinearity C( a) (called the compressor) followed by a uniform N level quantizer in turn followed by the inverse nonlinearity C'l( a) (called the expandor). The entire operation is called companding and any one-dimensional nonuniform quantizer can be implemented in this fashion. Bennett argued that the mean square distortion Manuscript received August 10,198l; revised March 4,1983 . This work was presented at the 1982 IEEE International Information Theory Conference, Les Arcs, France, June 21-25, 1982 .
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Ll (X(x))" '
where h(x) b C'(x), p(x) is the probability density function of the data with support contained in the uniform quantizer range interval [L,, L,] , and N is assumed to be very large. Bennett's integral is a useful tool for predicting the asymptotic (large N) performance of a mismatched quantizer. Smith [4] extended Bennett's work by finding the optimal nonlinearity C( *) to minimize his distortion expression. His results were
This result fitted in nicely with the work of Panter and Dite [l] who had derived the above distortion expression by means other than a companding approach. Algazi [5] essentially reproduced Bennett's and Smith's work for the more general rth power distortion measure. Gersho [8] generalized Bennett's expression to several dimensions and to r th power distortion measures. Gersho's motivation for this generalization was to minimize Bennett's integral in order to obtain distortion expressions for optimal quantizers. No author to date has explicitly considered necessary and sufficient conditions for Bennett's integral to give the correct distortion.
Section II of this paper is devoted to notation and some preliminary results taken from other sources. Section III derives a necessary and sufficient condition for Bennett's integral to hold in k-dimensional space with r th power distortion measures. We give a simple example in Appendix B where Bennett's integral does not give the correct asymptotic distortion of a quantizer.
Many authors [18] , [19] , [20] have considered the problem of source coding a stationary (but not necessarily ergodic) information source. These researchers make use of a result due to Rohlin [17] which states (under certain conditions) that a stationary random process can be thought OOlS-9448/84/0300-0341$01.00 01984 IEEE of as a mixture of ergodic random processes. From this "decomposition" result most of the nonergodic source coding theorems then follow by clever applications of the usual ergodic ones.
One of the more startling results to come from this "nonergodic" theory is the concept of universal source codes. One starts with the idea of an information source which consists of a mixture of ergodic subsources. Obviously, for every one of these ergodic subsources, there exists a source code that will get arbitrarily close to the optimal rate-distortion bound for that subsource. The basic result of universal source coding is that there exists a "universal" source code that, when used to code a particular subsource, will get arbitrarily close to the rate-distortion bound for that source. In other words, one code works near optimally for all. For a deeper discussion of these concepts, the reader is referred to [20] .
In Section IV we investigate the distortion performance of multidimensional mismatched quantizers as we let the dimensionality approach infinity. As a by-product of this we are then able to make a quantization theory analog to universal source coding.
II. NOTATION AND PKELIMINARIES
In the sequel r will be a fixed positive number, k will be a fixed positive integer, ]I * I] will denote the I, norm on lR k, mk will denote Lebesgue measure on Rk. Let b be a positive number. For any measurable function h: lRk --) [0, oo), let ]]h]lb denote the integral of hb raised to the l/b power. For F,, and F, denote, respectively, the absolutely continuous and the singular components (with respect to mk) of a distribution F. The derivative of FOc will be denoted by f. Let %N denote the class of all N output level k-dimensional quantizers. Define B, (N) 
iim and lim will denote the limit superior and limit inferior, respectivxy.
We now state for reference a theorem to be used in the next two sections. The following theorem is proved in [3] . It is a generalization of a result by Zador [12] , [13] . Note that any distribution function may be written Remarks: We will use this theorem in the succeeding sections only for absolutely continuous distributions. Hence from now on we may consider a to be equal to one.
Gersho [8] Let f(x) and g(x) be two probability density functions on Rk. We assume there exists a E > 0 such that /Rkllxll'+'(f(x) + g(x)) dx < co. Let {QN(x)} be a sequence of N output level quantizers such that
where we know such a sequence exists from Theorem 1. Now let us define
Obviously MN, M are measures on the Lebesgue measurable sets of lRB. Ou; main result, Theorem 2, follows almost immediately from Lemma 2. The proof of Lemma 2 is a standard analysis argument and will be consigned to Appendix A.
Lemma 2:
for all Lebesgue measurable sets E in Iw k. We now state our main result. Proof: Define X,,, to be the k-dimensional random variable with probability measure defined by P(X, E B) = M,N( B)/M,N(R k); X, is the random variable with probability measure P( X, E B) = M,(B)/M, (Rk) for all Bore1 sets B. Now for any Bore1 set A, would like to compare some of our results with known performance bounds from rate distortion theory by letting k approach infinite and taking r = 2. Let pk(x) denote the k-dimensional probability density of a source. Define -I" In [8] , Gersho presents the proof to the following theo-
rem which he attributes to Thomas Liggett.
We now have an obvious corollary.
In Appendix A it is shown that this is the fraction of the total number of output levels of Qw(x j to be found contained in the set E. Let E be an open hypercube. If we divide R, by the Bore1 measure of E and let E collapse downward about some interior point x, we would obtain [15, p. 2171
m k almost everywhere, a point density function for the quantizer output levels. Rewriting Theorem 2 with this point density function we obtain ~~mN'/k~~b)llx -Q,(x)ll'dx = Jk,rkksdx.
When k = 1 this is the most familiar form of Bennett's integral. The general multidimensional integral above was first derived by Gersho [8] . Since the right-hand side of the above equation must equal the limit given in Theorem 2 we will also call the limit in Theorem 2 Bennett's integral. We do this even though the form of the integral appears quite different. We hope no confusion will follow from this convention.
for some probability measure W defined on suitable subsets of A (a subset of the real line) and all Bore1 measurable E in [w", where { U, }a E A is a collection of stationary ergodic sources with entropy H,. We remark that this is the same set up as in [19] ; the reader is referred there for more details. Further assume that { u,},~* restrictions to kdimensional Euclidean space { u:},,* satisfy for some c>o ,"sph j-~l4l"' du: < Mk. ?] if pk is the joint probability density of x = _I_xi,. * * ,xk) where {x, } is a stationary ergodic process, H is the entropy of the process, and IIpllll,l+,., < 00 where 0 < r < rO.
If /Rkj(~(('+Gp(~) dx 5 cc for some 6 > 0 then (Ipl(k,k+r < 00 by Holder's inequality. Hence in the above theorem we may replace the integral existence condition by a moment condition.
In the same paper Gersho removes the ergodic assumption and shows that limk.+ml]pk)lk/k+2 2 e2H. We would now like to further generalize these results. In [17] it is shown that any discrete time stationary source having a separable u-algebra can be decomposed into a mixture of ergodic subsources. We then can have the following characterization for any such stationary measure on Iw": 
and since g(x) represents a stationary measure, from the u and W(a) almost everywhere. proof of Theorem 2 given in [2] we find that for some Now since du,/du is a Radon-Nikodym derivative it is 6>0 finite u almost everywhere. Also m g x e-('(l+S)Xk+r))lng(n) dx < c, for all k, Remarks: Theorem 4 tells us that the optimal constant for coding a stationary source is a weighted average of the optimal constants for the ergodic decomposition of that source. This corresponds to a result by Gray and Davisson [19] . They show that the minimum average distortion for the fixed rate coding of a stationary source is the same weighted average of the distortion-rate functions of its ergodic subsources. Hence Theorem 4 provides a bridge from quantization theory to rate-distortion theory for the high-rate coding of stationary sources.
Neuhoff et al. [20] define a weighted universal sequence of codes as follows. Let W be a probability measure on A. Let p( Ck]a) be the distortion of a rate R k-dimensional source code C, on the ergodic source (Y. Then { C,}r=i is a weighted universal sequence of codes if 
Let Qj;(x) have the same output levels as Q,(x), plus M, more output levels distributed inside the set E, -E, where Es = { XE Rk: dist(x, E) < 6 > O}; make this such that if x E W k -Rk -E, then the closest output level from QjG( x) lies in Iw k -E. Therefore
Zador [12] shows that lim,,, Jk,* = 1/2ne. The corollary shows
Now there are at most s gt2;;;+2,jx) ( lg(x)k,*i'i2/xII~(R)e2H~.
(' -F) N' + M8 A Ni output levels in Q&,(x) that will have any effect on quantizing a
Hence for large rates a sequence (in k) of quantizers point in Rk -Ea. Therefore the right-hand side of the above matched to g are a weighted universal sequence.
inequality becomes (if G(R k -G8) = 0 set right-hand side equal to zero)
(NB')r'k I would like to thank Gary Wise of the University of Texas for many helpful discussions and especially for his assistance in the proof of Theorem 4. lb -Qfdx>llrdx> dx .J Rk-Es G(R" -E,) APPENDIX A We will need the following identity which may be verified by a simple differentiation:
W+rdX Jk,riigllk/k+r = R $; 11 R'/k +Jk, 7
(1 -R,)r'k
where G(A) = lAg(x) dx from Theorem 1. Hence letting 6 + 0 gives
which is a contradiction by (Al). Hence A similar construction to the one given above yields
Wk-E 2 (1 -R,)"k . 
which is a contradiction. Therefore
(1 -R,)"k and if R, is not optimum we have a contradiction from (Al). Therefore R E is optimum and
N implies with (2) that the limit exists. Contained above is the fact that the limit also exists for the complement of E(Rk -E). Therefore for all simply connected bounded open sets E. A&r&-For every infinite sequence n and a given side-information sequence y, we define a quality H( xly) called the finite-state conditional complexity of x given y. It is shown that H( xiv) is the smallest asymptotically attainable fixed-rate at which x can be transmitted with negligibly small distortion, given y, Moreover, it is demonstrated that in order to achieve an arbitrary small distortion for all sequences such that H( x/y) is less than the allowable transmission rate it is not necessary for the encoder to have access to the side-information sequence y (provided it is available to the decoder). This result is a generalization of the classical Slepian-Wolf result for cases where the probabilistic characterization of x and y is not known, or does not exist.
I. INTRODUCTIONANDSTATEMENTOFRESULTS
I N [l] we discussed the class of finite-state encoders which map, at a fixed rate, input strings drawn from a source of a letters into equally long strings over an alphabet of p 6 (II letters. The aim was to minimize the number of bits per symbol log, /3 while securing zero or negligibly small distortion.
In this paper the results of [l] are extended to include the case of finite-state fixed-rate encoding with side information. Our problem concerns the system shown in Fig. 1 .
When an infinite input-sequence x = xi, x2, xi,. . . fixed-rate finite-state encoder E = (S, A, B, G, g(e), f(e), t). The encoder emits an infinite sequence u = VI, u2; * ',IJi, * * * ( ui E B, IBI = p) while going through an infinite sequence of states z = zi, z2; * *,zi, * * * ; zi E S according to "i = f tzi+f, Xi+f, Yi+l>, i = 1,2;.. 3 'i+l = g(zi9 xi> Yi>T (1) where t, the encoding delay, is some nonnegative integer, zi is the state of the encoder when it is being fed by the input symbols xi and yi, and zi is the initial state and is a prescribed fixed member of the finite set of states S. In a similar way, the decoder D is a mapping of the infinite sequence u into the sequence 2 = ?i, i2; . a,&, . . .
(ii E A) where )zi = f I( Ui-fy yi-t, Z,-I) G+1 = g'( ui, Yi, 'i) (2) 0018-9448/84/0300-0348$01.00 01984 IEEE
